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Carrington is a Georgia housewife who spends her weekends browsing homewares at Z Gallery and speaks attentively into her Android phone. She's casual in behavior but rigid in appearance, as evidenced by her hair — an architecturally perfect brunette bob, with elements of blonde balance and dimension. Olivia is the executive
chairwoman of the board of trustees of any company that is both generous and financially formidable. It enjoyed growth of 6,055% in the fiscal year under its Auburn presence and command presence. Her colorist highlighted her highlights with gold to compliment her complexion and serve as a restrained financial metaphor. Pocahontas is
a princess, the daughter of Fauhan, a jewel of Tasncom, a men's savior, and a star of her own Disney movie, with twin cascading curls that are parts in the center of her head. Porsche is an entrepreneur, a host on a nightly pop culture tv show, and a real housewife from Atlanta. Her hair is what she wants it to be. The Nell women are all
personal wigs that Porsche Williams holds, maintains and occasionally wearing, allowing their personalities to notch hers. Carrington, Olivia and Pocahontas are three out of about 40, although when I spoke to Williams, she made it look like a low estimate. Most live together in a room in Williams' home, specifically designed for
entertaining them, but some live more in her master bathroom and backpacks, and some camp in her car. Everywhere you turn, every closet you open, there's an opportunity to discover a head of human hair.  In the closing moments of the final episode of Real Housewives of Atlanta, a brawl broke out between Porsche Stewart and
Cynthia Bailey. And while it was hard to tell with editing the reality shows, according to some women, Cynthia kicked Porsche in the stomach. Typically, physical fighting is purely against Real Housewives rules, and can even make someone get kicked off the series or demoted, the way Porsche was pushed aside after grabbing Kanye by
the hair. But while Porsche showed she had some bruising on her body, it's not necessarily from Cynthia's kick, since the cameras also showed that Porsche was caught by some production assistant clutching a vuk-toki and being forcibly held on a sun lounger. That would explain the extensive bruising on her arm. But being kicked in the
stomach, even lightly, could have caused her apparent injuries there, especially since everyone, including Cynthia, agrees she didn't kick a Porsche.The episode showed the different ways the women interpreted the event as everyone told the story differently. In the words of Kanye, Cynthia kicked the Porsche solely in self-defense to
keep the attacker away. While Phaedra's version of the story put Cynthia Bailey, who wore flat sandals in real life, in a pair of sharp stilettos And cut off Porsche's abdomen. In Cynthia's opinion, she did the bare minimum to get Porsche out of her space, and seemed annoyed that it was the first physical battle she had entered in her life.
After the fight, Cynthia admitted to Peter that she was really acting like out because she was worried about their marriage, not really what Porsche said. And this whole fight thing looks totally different from the one that temporarily rebooted Porsche. First of all, according to TMZ's Bravo sources, Porsche was fired because it didn't have
enough plot, and it would be difficult to leave the union recording just because of the snout. Also, Porsche did not indict Cynthia as Kenya tried to prosecute Porsche for assault, suggesting the incident was not a serious attack. Cynthia also seemed remorseful for acting so violently in self-defense, and by the end of the episode, Cynthia
and Porsche had made moves to settle Kanye's lunch. But most of all, it's a foregone conclusion that Cynthia sticks around until the end of the season - because she was already seen filming with RHOA colleague Claudia Jordan in the third season of Below Deck. However, Porsche was nowhere to be seen, so... These two may have
vowed to stop all future boat-related events. Photograph: Rodrigo Valera/Bravo; Jiffy until the final part of the final season of The Real Housewives of Atlanta, former full-time staff member Porsche Williams had pretty decent status on the scale of housewive behavior, which usually ranges from rather dramatic to rather crazy and
empowered. Aside from being on a reality show, Williams came out as a pretty harmless character -- so much so that she attacked Kanye Moore during the reunion show. As of late, the 33-year-old seems to have been drawn more to the dark side of reality TV, and the fact that Williams was pulled over for speeding and driving with a
suspended license certainly doesn't help much. Let's just hope she doesn't resort to extreme tactics both off and on screen as a way to become a permanent peach holder again. Honestly, there's no housewife in history left over the fight. If they're out there, they should expect a rosy quake any minute. I love the crazy antics they bring us
every week, but they only have to go this far to continue the drama. Not being arrested seems like a nice place to draw the line, even though Williams has been there and done it twice since signing up for RHOA. She also became Stafford's ambitious wife allegedly dating a married man. And no, she was incredibly rude to new cast
members Claudia Jordan and Deetria McKinney, followed by performing what is perhaps the worst ATL housewife offense ever – aligning herself with NeNe Lick, whose history of friendships suggests that it is The relationship with Williams won't end well. The only good thing about Williams' arrest is that she seemed remorseful about the
incident. I was wrong to misjudg that I was wrong to misjudg that I was wrong to completely misjudg and apologize for risking someone, she said. Williams also acknowledged that handcuffs are uncomfortable or look good to anyone. Good point, Porsche. Keep bringing the drama, without the photographs. In an episode of The Real
Housewives of Atlanta, Porsche decided to skip her friend's wedding, and her fellow housewives and Twitter judged her choice. Since last year's antics with former housewife Phaedra, Porsche has been isolated from the rest of the peaches. She focused on her podcast and ate vegan to avoid any further drama, but in this episode, she
found herself in the middle. Her childhood best friend, Shama, is getting married, but unfortunately, Porsche won't be attending. And that leads to a lot of hurt feelings and sarcastic comments. There are probably good reasons to skip your boyfriend's wedding, but RHOA fans don't think Porsche's is one of them. In the episode,
affectionately titled Say Yes to Adversity, Kennedy met with a returning staff member named Shama at an African dress shop to get some items for the various wedding events. Kennedy asked her mother if Porsche was coming to the wedding, and told her that Porsche probably couldn't afford the tickets. Although kenyan airfare isn't
cheap, Porsche is barely struggling. Twitter felt its reason for not participating was actually an excuse. The girls later went to Shama's bum bride's party, where Candy and Porsche share a few frozen moments together. After a few party games, her mother decided to turn to the elephant in the room and responded that it was a little strange
for Porsche to attend her dowry ceremony - one of the steps of Kikuyu's traditional wedding process. Shama also said they didn't really spend time together as friends, so it's a little random that Porsche was able to make it to such an important ceremony. Porsche kept things straight, telling Shama and Sarah, who were listening nearby,
that she probably wouldn't attend the wedding yet. But not just for the reasons Shama initially thought. Porsche claimed she had a situation where she couldn't sit with her feet down too long and to that end, she couldn't fly economy class. Although the CDC warns of the risk of blood clots on long flights, Porsche could have considered that
she was at greater risk of having her traveling mother not buy that excuse. And then all hell broke loose. Porsche and her name went back and forth and asked each other to understand their position, but Porsche finally surrendered. I'm not trying to figure it out anymore, she said. And she declared that she was going to support and love
Shama from afar. While it was It should have been, this special ceremony certainly wasn't the time or the place. The whole ordeal ruined what was supposed to be a perfectly happy moment between family and friends. But alas it's RHOA, so of course no events will ever happen without a few bumps along the way. Unfortunately, this latest
snugness means that Porsche will remain on everyone's bad side with no one to turn to except her sister and cousin, who have appeared more and more this season. But fans don't seem to feel a little sympathy for Porsche. In fact, many rushed to Twitter to share their thoughts about skipping Shama's wedding on what they consider a
heavy dose of snobitis. (And Bravo's daily dish blog seems to confirm that Porsche won't change its mind and participate.) Porsche can't win for a loss. Weddings can be one of the happiest times in a person's life when surrounded by family and friends, for many it can be an unforgivable offence when your loved ones miss it. Looks like
Shama's one of those people. And if Porsche wants to win back her best friend her mission is clear: she needs to prove that Shama is more important to her than the money she'll save on a plane ticket. After walking away from the spotlight, Kenya Moore is set to return to the Real Housewives of Atlanta family. The reality TV star
appeared on the hit show Bravo for six seasons before retiring to raise her newborn daughter. Kenya Moore | imeh Akpanudosen/Getty Images Although many thought she would not return for future seasons, Moore recently revealed she is in talks about a comeback to season 12 of RHOA. Kanye has been talking to producers about the
possibility of her return the last time fans saw Kanye Moore was during The Real Housewives of Atlanta season 10 finale that aired back in April 2018. Six months later, the reality TV star announced she would be leaving the hit show Bravo to focus on her pregnancy. I decided to take this season to focus on my high-risk pregnancy in a
healthy and drama-free environment, Moore's statement in Bravo's Daily Dish reads. I thank Bravo for this amazing platform that has allowed me to grow, flourish and appreciate the value of what's really important in life. Although she was sad to leave her family on TV, Kanye knew that once her baby was born, most of his time would be
documented for her daughter. It broke my heart, but with all the stress I was going through with this baby, I don't know how I could have done it, kanye shared with people. Even now, breastfeeding every three hours, changing diapers, being awake at all hours of the day - I just don't think I could have been present. Now that her daughter,
Brooklyn Doris, is six months old, Kenya Moore is ready to return to Real Housewives and discusses her return with the show's producers. The May 10 episode of Real, Moore shared that there is a big possibility she will return to RHOA for the upcoming season. Although she was a little hesitant at first, the reality TV star eventually
confirmed the news. I'd say there's some truth to it, admitted Kanye. Calls... yes, calls. She negotiated her contract even though many of us are happy that Kenya Moore is returning to RHOA, her quest to negotiate a contract she was happy with was a challenge. After season 10 of the hit reality show, it was revealed that Moore and the
network executives were part of a long contract negotiation. It has been reported that both the production and Moore agreed that she would return as full-time housewives, but Kanye wanted more than they were offering. The production team also wanted Moore to film all parts of her life, including personal time spent with her husband,
who the reality TV star repeatedly said was off limits. A source close to Kenya Moore revealed that she refused to negotiate and was not interested in bending over to the producers' insulting proposals. It hasn't been confirmed if Bravo has now agreed to Kenya Moore's demands, but we're pretty sure she and the producers were able to
process a contract that works for both of them. Them.
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